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Part 1 of 2
From: Charlie Barrett
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:41 PM
To: Ruggles & Stopitall LTD

Thanks Karen for your speedy response and advice, that's really helpful. I've just placed an online order for
the Restore sachets and some oil (I already have some of the shampoo, which got rid of my son's cradle
crap brilliantly a few months ago - though I need to retrieve it from the stable-yard!)
Best wishes
Charlie
Part 2 of 2
From: Charlie Barrett
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 7:10 AM
To: Ruggles & Stopitall LTD
Subject: Eczema success!

Hi Karen
I've been meaning to write you a quick note for ages to let you know that a combination of the children's
'Restore' probiotic and your shampoo and oil completely got rid of my son's sudden onset of eczema [skin
itching/issues] within fifteen days in Oct/Nov!
It's been at least a month now since we've seen any sign of it, which is brilliant.
My husband did complain that "we all smell like Harri now" (my itchy Icelandic), but it did the trick!
Best wishes
Charlie

Many thanks to Mrs Charlie Barrett (Bridge Somerset) for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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